Many kids these days don’t have the hand
strength they need to complete simple
everyday tasks.
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One of the most common reasons kids get
referred for occupational therapy evaluations
is because they’re showing one or more of
the red flags indicating that they have weak
hands. Teachers or parents notice that a child
is struggling with scissor skills, clothing
fasteners, or pencil grasp and they call on me
for suggestions and support.
Sometimes, hand weakness can be attributed
to a specific diagnosis or medical condition
that is present for the child. But, over the past
several years, I’ve noticed an increase in
referrals for kids who don’t have identified
diagnoses and who are not struggling in any other area than hand strength and
fine motor skills.
And I have to wonder why.
My best guess is that it has something to do with the dramatic difference between
the play experiences and daily routines of today’s kids compared to our day-to-day
experiences when I was a kid in the 1980s. It seems that today’s kids aren’t getting
as much exposure to the everyday play activities that naturally build hand strength.

Why Kids’ Hands Aren’t As Strong As They Used to Be
1 Infants are getting less tummy time

These days, babies spend a lot of their time in carriers, car seats, and
strollers. This, along with the increased awareness of the “Back to Sleep”
campaign (promoting positioning babies on their backs to decrease the risk of
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome) means that babies are getting less exposure
to tummy time.
When babies are on their tummies (prone position), they’re doing more than just
playing. This position provides infants (and big kids) with important motor,

sensory, and strengthening input, including weight bearing in the hands. When
they’re on their tummies, babies and kids push up on their hands to see the world
around them. They shift their weight from one hand to the other as they reach and
grab for their toys. And this weight bearing equals hand strengthening!
Less time spent in the prone position means that babies are getting less exposure
to important hand strengthening opportunities when they’re young.
2 || Babies are getting less exposure to crawling

Once babies master tummy time, they graduate to the quadruped position (all
fours) and eventually begin to crawl.
For months (until they
begin standing and walking), crawling will be their primary means of exploring and
experiencing the world around them.
Just think of all of the hand strengthening benefits babies are getting when they
spend nearly all of their waking time crawling and bearing weight on their hands!
Again, more time spent in strollers, cars eats, and carriers means less time
crawling, exploring, and moving on the floor. When babies miss out on these
important movement experiences, one result can be decreased development of
the muscles of the hands.
3 || Kids are exposed to more screen time than ever before

These days, our kids face another huge obstacle to building hand strength (and
strength throughout their entire bodies) that wasn’t present for kids of previous
generations: screen time.
More screen time and more time with a video game controller in hand means that
kids these days aren’t getting as much exposure to toys and games that include
small pieces, manipulatives, and moving parts that require fine motor coordination
and manipulation. Think Legos, Trouble, or card games.

4 || Kids are getting less exposure to outdoor, active play than ever before

An increase in screen time and more sedentary play has other negative effects on
the development of hand strength too. When kids are spending their days in front
of a video game system, tablet, or computer, it means that they’re spending less
time outdoors and engaged in active play experiences.

Just think of all of the important hand strengthening opportunities kids get when
they’re running around with their friends outside – climbing ladders on the
playground, climbing trees, crawling through tunnels, swinging from the monkey
bars. All things kids are missing out on when they’re spending the afternoon inside
playing video games.
5 || Kids are getting less exposure to fine motor/art/craft activities

So many families I work with these days don’t prioritize art and craft activities as a
way to spend time with their kids. I’ve heard parents say that they don’t engage in
these activities because:
-they are swamped with work and other obligations
-they don’t see themselves as “crafty”
-they perceive art/craft activities as being complicated, messy, and overwhelming
Because of these barriers, art and craft activities aren’t a regular part of the daily
routine for many kids. We think it’s so important for parents to realize that kids
get huge hand strengthening and fine motor benefits from activities as simple as
playing with play dough or snipping paper with mom.
Many families also don’t know that these early experiences with and exposure to
scissors, crayons, and pencils truly impact the development of kids’ hand strength
and their ability to use these tools in a more refined way as they get older – for
handwriting, cut and paste worksheets, etc.
Finally, something we’ve noticed in our therapy practice is that kids who have weak
hands and fingers tend to be the ones who avoid or flat out refuse to participate in
fine motor activities and games because these activities are challenging, tiring, and
frustrating. This can become a vicious cycle as the child experiences less and less
exposure to the very activities he or she needs in order to build strong hand
muscles.

So what’s the answer?
Don’t worry – the story of our kids’ fine motor skills and hand strength doesn’t have
to be all gloom and doom! There are tons of fun and simple ways to build hand
strength through play!
You don’t have to have lots of fancy materials and you don’t have to run out to the
store to buy some expensive gadget. Chances are, you have what you need lying
around your house or classroom some of the best hand strengtheners don’t require
any supplies at all!
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